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Chapter 8:  Questions and Answers 
 
Q1.  I am purchasing a new main residence but intend to retain my current main 

residence, convert it to a buy-to-let mortgage and rent it out.  Will I have to pay the 
higher rates of SDLT on the purchase of my new main residence? 

 
A1.  Yes, the higher rates will apply as following the purchase you will own an 

additional residential property.  However, if you sell your previous home within 3 
years of the purchase of the new one you will be able to claim a refund from 
HMRC. 

 
Q2.  I currently live in rented accommodation but own a property that is rented out.  I 

am now looking to purchase my first home, for me and my family to live in.  Will I 
have to pay the higher rates of SDLT on this purchase? 

 
A2.  Yes, the higher rates of SDLT will apply as following the purchase you will own an 

additional residential property (and will not have replaced your main residence, i.e. 
sold a current main residence and purchased a new one). 

 
Q3.  I have been living and working overseas for a number of years and purchased a 

property there which I used as my main residence.  I am now returning to the UK 
and wish to purchase a property here which will become my main residence.  I 
intend to keep my overseas property to use as a holiday home.  As I am purchasing 
a new main residence will I be exempt from the higher rates of SDLT? 

 
A3.  No, the higher rates will apply to the UK purchase as following the purchase you 

will own an additional residential property and will not have replaced you main 
residence, i.e. sold you current main residence and purchased a new one.  

 
Q4.  I am a property developer, who purchases residential properties, refurbishes and 

then sells them.  Will I be exempt from the higher rates of SDLT on any purchases 
that I make after 1 April 2016?  

 
A4.  No, there are no reliefs or exemptions from the higher rates for property developers.  

The higher rates will apply to any purchase that completes on or after 1 April 2016. 
 
Q5.  Will my property rental company be exempt from the higher rates on purchases of 

properties for rental? 
 
A5.  No, the higher rates will apply to all purchases of residential property by 

companies.  There are no reliefs or exemptions from the higher rates. 
 
Q6.  I am the tax advisor for a charity.  The charity can generally claim relief from 

SDLT on the purchase of property used for charitable purposes.  Will the charity 
have to pay the higher rates on future purchases of residential property? 

 
A6.  No, provided the purchase of the new property meets the conditions for relief, the 

charity will be able to claim full relief from any SDLT that would otherwise be due. 
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Q7.  I jointly own a buy-to-let property with 4 friends. The property is worth £150,000, 

with my share being worth £30,000.   I currently live with my parents but am now 
looking to purchase a home to live in.  Will I have to pay the higher rates of SDLT 
on this purchase? 

 
A7.  No, as your share of the buy-to-let property is under £40,000, the higher rates will 

not apply. 
 
Q8.  I own a main residence and also jointly own a buy-to-let with my brother.  I’m 

planning to purchase my brother’s share, paying him some cash and taking on his 
share of the mortgage. Will the higher rates apply? 

 
A8.  Yes, the higher rates will apply to the total amount you give for your brother share, 

including any mortgage debt that you take on.    
 
Q9.  I live in accommodation provided by my employer.  I am purchasing my own home 

which will be the only residential property I own.  Will the higher rates of SDLT 
apply?  

 
A9.     If you live in accommodation that you do not own, it will not count in determining 

whether you are purchasing an additional residential property.  If you do not own 
any other property then the higher rates of SDLT will not apply. 

 
Q10. I live in accommodation provided by my employer.  I am now purchasing a home 

for my family and me to live in. I also own a buy-to-let property.  Would I be 
subject to the higher rates of SDLT? 

 
A10. If you live in accommodation that you do not own, it will not count in determining 

whether you are purchasing an additional residential property.  However, as you 
already own a residential property the higher rates will apply to the purchase of 
your new home. 

 
Q11. I exchanged contracts on a buy-to-let property before the Chancellor’s 

announcement on 25 November 2015, but won’t complete on the purchase until 
June 2016.  I already own a main residence where I live with my family. Will I 
have to pay the higher rates on the purchase of the buy-to-let property? 

 
A11. The higher rates will not apply to contracts entered into before 26 November 2015 

that complete on or after 1 April 2016.  However, these transitional rules may not 
apply to certain transactions, for example, where there is a variation of the contract 
or an assignment of the rights under the contract on or after 26 November 2015.  In 
such circumstances the higher rates will apply. 

 
Q12. I am currently living in rented accommodation, having sold my previous main 

residence nearly 18 months ago.  I am now looking to purchase a new main 
residence within the next few months.  I also have a number of buy-to-let 
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properties.  Will I have to pay the higher rates on the purchase of my new main 
residence? 

 
A12.  Provided you purchase your new main residence within 3 years of the sale of your 

previous main residence, you are considered to be replacing your main residence, 
and therefore the higher rates will not apply. 

 
Q13.  I own a holiday home in Cornwall and a house in London which is my main 

residence.  I am in the process of selling my main residence and purchasing a new 
one.  I may not be able to sell my current main residence before I complete on the 
purchase of the new one – will I have to pay the higher rates? 

 
A13.  Yes, the higher rates will apply, as following the purchase of your new property 

you will own an additional residential property and will not have replaced your 
main residence.  However, if you sell your current main residence within 3 years of 
the purchase of the new one you will be able to claim a refund from HMRC. 

 
Q14. I am purchasing a new main residence and selling my previous main residence but 

my chain falls though.  I go ahead with the purchase of my new property so now 
own two properties.  Will I have to pay the higher rates on my new purchase? 

 
A14. Yes, you will pay the higher rates.  However, if you sell you previous main 

residence within 3 years of the purchase of your new one you will be able to claim 
a refund from HMRC. 

 
Q15. I am purchasing a shop with a flat above as an investment.  Both the shop and flat 

will be rented out.  I also own a main residence and a flat which is rented out. Will I 
have to pay the higher rates? 

 
A15. No the higher rates do not apply to purchases which contain both residential and 

non-residential elements. 
 
Q16. I have a 25% share in a shared ownership property and wish to increase my share to 

50%.  I own no other residential property.  Will I have to pay the higher rates? 
 
A16. No, as this is the only residential property that you own the higher rates will not 

apply. 
 
Q17. I own a house with my husband and I live in as our main residence.  My husband is 

planning to buy a flat to rent out – this will be in his name only.  As we will then 
only own one property each I assume the higher rates will not apply to the purchase 
of the flat? 

 
A17. The higher rates will apply to the purchase of the flat. As a married couple all 

property owned by either of you is treated as owned jointly.  The purchase of the 
flat will therefore be classed as an additional residential property for both of you. 
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Q18.  I have recently separated from my spouse and am about to purchase a new property 
that will become my main residence. I still own a share in the former marital home. 
Will I be liable for the higher rates of SDLT? 

 
A18. If you purchase a new main residence while still owning a share in your former 

home the higher rates will apply.  However, if you are separated and this is likely to 
be permanent, and your previous main residence is sold within 3 years of 
purchasing your new one, a refund on the higher rates can be claimed. 

 
Q19.  My partner and I jointly own our home.  We are purchasing another residential 

property which we intend to rent out/use as a holiday home.  Will we have to pay 
the higher rates of SDLT? 

 
A19.   Yes, you will be liable to the higher rates if purchasing an additional residential 

property (and not disposing of the previous main residence).   
 
Q20.  My partner and I are in the process of purchasing a property jointly, this will be our 

main residence.  I currently own another property which I rent out but my partner is 
a first time buyer.  Will we have to pay the higher rates of SDLT on the whole 
purchase price or just on the 50% that I am purchasing. 

 
A20.  The higher rates will apply to the total purchase price as following the purchase you 

will own an interest in an additional residential property.  For joint purchases the 
higher rates will apply if either of the purchasers own other residential property. 

 
Q21.  I am helping my son purchase a property that will be his main residence.  My son is 

a first time buyer but I own another property which is the family’s main residence.  
I will have a 30% share in the property and my son a 70% share. Will we have to 
pay the higher rates of SDLT? 

 
A21.  Yes, the higher rates will apply as following the purchase you will own an interest 

in an additional residential property and will not have replaced your main 
residence, i.e. sold your current main residence and purchased a new one. 

 
Q22.  I am purchasing 6 residential properties in the same transaction.  Am I liable to the 

higher rates of SDLT and can I claim multiple dwelling relief?  
 
A22.  As you are purchasing at least 6 dwellings, you can choose whether to pay SDLT 

at the non-residential rates or claim multiple dwellings relief.  If you choose to 
claim multiple dwellings relief the higher rates will apply, the minimum rate 
payable being 3% for purchase up to £125,000.  

   
Q23. I am purchasing two flats in the same block in a single transaction.  I intend to live 

in one of the flats and rent one out. I own no other residential property.  Will I be 
exempt from the higher rates of SDLT on the flat that I intend to live in? 

 
Q23. No, the higher rates will apply to the purchase of both flats, although you will be 

able to claim multiple dwellings relief on the purchases.  Under multiple dwelling 
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relief the SDLT due in based on the average value of each flat, rather that the total 
amount paid for both. 

 
Q24. Will a company be subject to the higher rates of SDLT?  
 
A24.  A company purchasing a residential property will be subject to the higher rate of 

SDLT, even if the property will be its only residential property.  There are no 
special exemptions from the higher rates of SDLT for companies.  However, the 
higher rate of SDLT will not apply in circumstances where the company is subject 
to the 15% rate of SDLT. 

 
Q25.  I can claim relief from the 15% rate of SDLT on purchases of residential property 

for use in my property rental business.  Will I also be able to claim relief from the 
higher rate for purchases of additional residential properties? 

 
A25.  No, the reliefs that apply for the purposes of the 15% rate of SDLT do not apply 

for the higher rates for purchases of additional residential properties.  If relief from 
the 15% rate of SDLT is available, the higher rates will apply. 

 
Q26.  I have a share in a limited company which owns a property for rental to tenants. I 

am purchasing another property which I will own direct.  I do not own any other 
residential property.  Will I have to pay the higher rates apply?  

 
A26.  No, shareholdings in a company that owns residential property will not be counted 

when determining if an individual is purchasing an additional residential property, 
although the company may be liable to the higher rates if it purchases residential 
property.  As this is your first purchase of a residential property the higher rates will 
not apply. 

 
Q27. We are trustees of a bare trust in which all the assets and income are held for 

specified beneficiaries.  We are purchasing a residential property.  Will we have to 
pay the higher rates of SDLT? 

  
A27. The answer will depend on the situation of the beneficiaries.  If any of the 

beneficiaries are individuals who own other properties then you will be liable to the 
higher rates unless the purchase is a replacement of the beneficiaries’ main 
residence. 

 
Q28.  We are trustees of an interest in possession trust.  We are purchasing a residential 

property.  Will we have to pay the higher rates of SDLT? 
 
A28. The answer will depend on the situation of the beneficiary with the interest in 

possession.  If the IIP beneficiary is an individual who owns other properties then 
you will be liable to the higher rates unless the purchase is a replacement of the 
beneficiaries’ main residence. 

 
Q29. We are trustees of a discretionary trust.  We are purchasing a residential property.  

Will we have to pay the higher rates of SDLT? 
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A29. A trustee of a discretionary trust purchasing a residential property will be subject to 

the higher rate of SDLT, even if the property will be its only residential property.  
There are no special exemptions from the higher rates of SDLT for discretionary 
trusts. 

 
Q30.  I am in the process of purchasing my first property and I have unexpectedly 

inherited a 20% share in a property from an uncle. I own no other property. Will I 
have to pay the higher rates on my purchase?  

 
A30. No, the higher rates will not apply. A small share (50% or less) in a property which 

has been inherited within the 3 years of the purchase will not be taken into account 
in determining whether a purchaser is purchasing an additional residential property. 

 
Q31. How do I pay the higher rates?   Is there a new form to fill in? 
 
A31. The process for making a SDLT return and paying the tax is the same as it would 

have been before this policy came into effect, and the same as for other SDLT 
charges. The only difference is that you will need to choose a new code on the 
SDLT return – code 04 in box 1, instead of code 01 in box 1 which you would have 
chosen previously. As previously, the return will then calculate the tax due. The 
guidance for completing the SDLT form will include information on the new code 
and will be updated ahead of 1st April. 

 
Q32. How do I claim a refund? Can I claim his myself? 
 
A32. If you sell your previous main residence within 3 years of purchasing your new 

main residence, you can claim a refund of the higher rates of SDLT.  There is a 
simple form to complete which will be available on GOV.UK on 1st April. This will 
need to be completed within 3 months of selling your previous main residence, or 
within 12 months of the filing date of the return, whichever comes later. This can 
be completed by the main purchaser of the property which the higher SDLT 
payment was paid on; or by a solicitor acting on your behalf, if you provide a letter 
of consent. 

 
Q33. How long will take for the refund to be paid? 
 
A33. HMRC aims to process all repayment requests within 15 working days. This 

assumes that you provide HMRC with all the information we need upfront. The 
repayment request form, which will be available on GOV.UK from 1st April, sets 
out all the information that HMRC will need to process a repayment. 

 
Q34. Will I be paid compensation if the refund takes longer than 15 working days? 
 
A34. HMRC does not give out compensation if a refund takes longer than 15 days. 

However, you will be entitled to interest on the amount paid, which will be 
included automatically in the repayment. 

 


